We Don’t Live in a Handshake World Anymore

As the endorsed agent for IASM’s Insurance and Risk Management Program over the past ten years, Matthew Sundeen has watched in dismay as structural movers who thought they were protected by a handshake deal later found themselves slapped with a lawsuit. He very much wants to help you avoid such an unnecessary ordeal.

During a 54-minute videotaped presentation at the IASM Annual Conference in Sacramento, California in February 2003, Sundeen explained why all structural movers should protect themselves with simple written contracts. More importantly, he showed how you can do it without hiring your own legal eagle.

The members of his audience that day each received samples of three of the most important contracts used by structural movers:

- **Rental Agreement**
- **Moving Agreement and Hold Harmless**
- **Contractor Agreement**

He personally formulated each of these contracts, combining language from the best of the many contracts that crossed his desk at the Maguire Agency in Roseville, Minn. The suggested language in his sample contracts can easily be adapted by any structural mover.

**Now you can put these contracts to work for your own company.**

IASM is offering a special kit that includes a video of Sundeen’s presentation, a hard copy of all three sample contracts plus a CD containing the contracts. It’s all yours for a price that’s less than you would expect to pay for any one of the contracts . . . and perhaps hundreds of thousands of dollars less than what it would cost to settle a lawsuit.

**Order today!**